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Hi! I’m Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz video. Today I want to talk to 

you about why health is not so important to some people. When I say this I 

mean sometimes they think it’s important but they don’t make it a priority and 

I want to talk to you about why they’re not making it a priority. I’ll tell you that 

the main reason why people don’t make health a priority in their life is because 

they have some limiting beliefs.  

 

Now when we have beliefs around a subject like health, they can either do one 

of two things, they can create as a positive belief or as a limiting belief, they 

can destroy. When you have these limiting beliefs it can actually destroy the 

area in your life that you are wanting to achieve in. Today, we’re talking about 

health and I want to talk about those three things, three limiting beliefs that I 

believe hold people back.  

 

The first limiting belief that I hear I a lot about is I don’t have enough time and 

we hear this not only in health but other areas in our life too. We know that 

everybody has the same amount of time every day, twenty-four hours, we all 

have it. So why is it that some people can find time to exercise and fit it into 

their schedule and other people say, “I don’t have time”? It’s a limiting belief 

for them. What they need to do, and if this is you, you need to change that 

belief from “I should exercise” to “I must exercise”. And when you change 

something to a “must” then you’ll make it a priority in your schedule for your 

twenty-four hours.  

 

The other limiting belief that I hear around health is that it’s too expensive. 

They say it’s very expensive to get a personal trainer, a dietitian, your gym 

gear, food; it’s just all too expensive. And really if you add up the expenses of 

your health care that you may have to pay for if you’re not healthy or the time 

away from your business or the time away from your family; if you’re unwell 

and have to take time away from your family, how much is that worth to you? 
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I think it’s worth a lot more than actually the cost of your fresh fruit and veg. 

You have to make it a priority and spend the money now to save heaps and 

heaps later on.  

 

The third thing that I hear is I’m not motivated. And when I hear that it’s 

usually about willpower possibly, where people think, “I just can’t do it. I know 

what I need to do but I just can’t motivate myself to do it.” Motivation is not 

something that comes naturally. We all have to work at it. Any of us, you ask 

anybody, when they are trying to be motivated in, for instance exercise or your 

own health and wellbeing, you have to work on it on a continuous basis. There 

are mornings when I don’t want to get up and exercise and I use every excuse 

under the sun but I know that it’s a must for me and I get up and do it.  

 

Some people think that people who are really fit and healthy just get up every 

morning, super motivated and don’t have those mornings where they don’t 

want to do it. That is untrue. You’re probably just seeing a showreel of 

someone’s life. There will be mornings, I guarantee you, they don’t want to get 

up and exercise but they are consistent about it and they are persistent to get 

those results.  

 

So there are my three limiting beliefs. Are they beliefs that you have? Think 

about what the words in your head are saying to you when you think about 

your health and wellbeing. Do you say, “I don’t have enough time?” Do you 

say, “It’s too expensive?” Do you say, “I’m not motivated?” You must change 

these limiting beliefs to make sure that your health and wellbeing is a priority 

in your life. I’m Sharon Jurd, thank you for listening today. If you think this 

video would add value to your family, friends or colleagues, please share my 

video. I want to help as many people as I can and I’m hoping you’ll help me do 

that too. Talk soon.  

 


